
Sean Woolsey designed the Neo Pool Table as an expression of his 

continual pursuit of excellent craftsmanship, design evolution and 

innovation.This latest, luxurious pool table from Woolsey Studio 

pays homage to the art deco period with strength of line and 

rhythmic, repetitive geometric shapes. 

The Neo will provide the serious billiard player decades of 

enjoyment on a stunning table with the finest in craftsmanship and 

beauty.

Sean Woolsey has an obsession with design details. Each pool table 

leg is miter wrapped with consistent grain, while showcasing a V 

groove detail throughout the leg. Each leg is 12” square.

The table aprons have matching V grooves in the apron around the 

pool table, adding another cohesive element of texture to the 

table.

The pockets are handmade and hand stitched leather which are 

inlaid flush into the top of the pool table rails. The leather is 

available in tobacco or black.The sights are triangles that are black 

or leather to match the leather pockets.
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Any felt color can be chosen.

Sean Woolsey chose Quarter Sawn White Oak for this series (we 

also offer black walnut and rock maple) to showcase the natural 

and particular opulent grain features natural in this timber.

The game table is finished in either our in house clear coat or 

blackened white oak + clear coat. 

The table comes with an exclusive pro ball set, a white oak 

triangle, 2 cue sticks, and plenty of chalk. 

Add ons available:

+ Wall rack to elegantly display and hold all your cues, balls, 

triangle, and chalk. 

+ Split top wood or glass conversion kit to go from pool to ping 

pong in minutes. 

Regulation size: 8-foot pool table.
Overall size of table is 104.5" x 60.5" x 30.5". 
Playable surface area is 88" x 44" (standard 8’ size)
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